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                Sublime secluded château in South West France

                WEDDING VENUE | PRIVATE HIRE

            

        

    









    
        
            
                ABOUT
            

            
                Cradled in the beautiful rolling French countryside, the 15th century Chateau de Lerse is a chateau like no other.

            

            
                Cradled in the beautiful rolling French countryside, the 15th-century Chateau de Lerse is everything you’ve been searching for.

Located in the rural Charente, Lerse offers unrivalled tranquillity and calm, but is easily accessible being just 30 minutes from Angouleme and a short drive from Bordeaux.

Whether you are looking to book your dream wedding or the perfect location for a private event, we’ve got everything to make your experience a memorable one. The chateau can accommodate up to 40 people (including glamping) and our talented chefs can provide spectacular meals and banquets for up to 250 guests.

As you approach the estate up the 800 metre tree-lined drive, you are beginning an experience that will remain with you for ever. Chateau de Lerse is more than a venue, more than a destination, it is a rare discovery, one that will make memories, and create stories that will be told and retold for generations to come.
 
            

        

    




    
        
            
                
                    CELEBRATE IN STYLE
                

                
                    Fall in love with Lerse

                

                
                    We think you’ve found the one…

As one of the most intimate and romantic settings to be found anywhere, there can be no better place to celebrate your wedding, than Chateau de Lerse. Our main wedding season is from May until October and our covered courtyard and events barn ensures that even in the unlikely event of bad weather, there will be no disruption to your big day.

Chateau de Lerse both lives and breathes, and those who visit it, talk of the soul of Lerse, the indefinable but magical charm that it has, that will arrest your emotions, excite your senses, and forever become part of you.

Lerse is more.

                    
                                                                        WEDDINGS AT THE CHATEAU
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                    THE CHATEAU
                

                
                    Our home is your home

                

                
                    Luxury, elegance and comfort; the perfect recipe for a relaxing stay. Lerse sleeps 40 people, with seven upgraded comfortable bedrooms in the main chateau, a refurbished and redesigned gite and a luxury glamping site. Lerse positively exudes romance and grandeur.

But from the moment you arrive the unique soul of Lerse will transport you to a state of calm and serenity that will enable you to relax and feel at one with your surroundings.

                    
                                                                        Explore the Chateau
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                "We chose Chateau de Lerse as a venue for our wedding this summer and we couldn't have been luckier to celebrate our special day there. The place is perfect: breathtaking views, very chic but also casual, making everyone comfortable! To us, Lerse perfectly embodied the Charente region, the French culture at its best and our love of the contryside. It is hard to explain but the place really has a soul.

We felt welcomed at all times, almost as if the place was ours... Recent works (including a pool area, barn & glamping) were very tastefully carried out.

We are the luckiest couple to have hosted our wedding at Lerse and it will stay in our hearts for ever! Thank you!
"

                Florence and Guillaume
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Location
Located in the heart of the Cognac vineyard

The chateau was built in 1410 by the Lord of Lerse, in a square like a small stronghold, and remained owned by the same family for centuries. The scallop shells, carved on both sides of the door, testify that the castle was on the road to Santiago de Compostela and welcomed pilgrims. The chateau is located in the middle of 120 hectares, including forests, and farmland, with a herd of Belted Galloway cattle.

THE HISTORY





    
        
            
                "Merci Beaucoup. Joss and Team, you were incredible and we cannot thank you enough.
Everyone said how wonderful you were and all the little things didn't  go unnoticed.
We love You.

"

                Elleah and Ollie
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                    THE EXPERIENCE
                

                
                    Immerse yourselves in Lerse

                

                
                    More than just a castle

There is so much more to discover beyond the walls of the chateau, from the spectacular lake with the surrounding glamping tents to the sunken firepit and BBQ area and not to mention our 20-metre swimming pool complete with timber pool house with its own sound system, plus our well-equipped gym. Everything you need is on-site, and if there’s anything additional, our team are always close by to go above and beyond. 

Every detail has been carefully curated to create an unforgettable experience that will stay with you for a lifetime.
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OUR NEWS
Keep up to date with Lerse

Keep up to date with the latest news and exciting developments happening at Lerse
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Lerse plus one
10/07/2023
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Bienvenue aux alpagas
27/06/2023
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                        [image: We can’t get enough of these beautiful moments at Château de Lerse. ✨  ✨There’s truly nothing like the moment when a father sees his daughter in her wedding dress for the first time. It’s a memory that will last forever. Here’s to all the unforgettable moments and happy tears on this special day.🥂🏰   Thank you for the incredible photos capturing these special moments.🙏🏻✨⬇️ 📸 @ollyknightphoto  📸 @yorisphotographer 🌷 @mrs_whiterose]
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                        [image: Spring has bloomed at Château de Lerse, nestled in the heart of southwest France. 🏰🌹The blossoming flowers and cheerful birdsong set the perfect romantic scene for your special day. ✨🌷  Say ‘I do’ in this enchanting paradise.✨💍”  📸 @chrisstoreyphotography]
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                        [image: Throwback to the epic party at Château de Lerse in 2023 with Tamara & Daryl! 🎉 This video may be from the past, but it’s still giving us all the feels. The best kept secret in SW France where people know how to party in style. Can’t wait for more unforgettable moments like these! 🥂✨  Thank you for capturing these beautiful moments in our château @marinapaninafilms 🎥  👰🏻♀️ @tamara_l_o  🤵🏻 @d_man__15  📸 @pattiefellowesphotography  👨🏼🍳 @traiteurevents  🎸 @cousinmatthewband  👗 @justinalexander   #chateaudelerse #partygoals #weddingparty #weddinginfrance #frenchweddingvenue #bestinfrance #cheateauwedding]
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                        [image: ✨Experience the magic at our Château de Lerse wedding venue, where cheers and laughter fill the air as stunning table settings create an unforgettable atmosphere. Join us for an enchanting celebration of love and happiness that will leave you breathless. ✨  Book now and make your special day truly exceptional. 💫🥂   📸 @yorisphotographer 🤍 💐 @mrs_whiterose  🍴 @traiteurevents   #chateaudelerse #weddingvenue #loveandlaughter #weddinginfrance #frenchwedding #chateau #bestkeptsecret #southwestfrance]
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                        [image: Escape to the magical Château de Lerse, where history meets luxury. With amenities like glamping tents, swimming pool, and attentive staff, this 1410 château is a dream getaway. Surrounded by forests and farmland, it’s the perfect venue for weddings and events rain or shine. ✨  ✨Book your stay now!✨🏰  @manon.valls.photographe 📸🙏🏻  #chateaudelerse #luxurytreat #weddingvenue #frenchwedding #weddinginfrance #frenchweddingstyle #wedding2024]
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                        [image: How beautiful is this wedding setting!? 🤩 Behold the breathtaking elegance of Chris and Dannie’s wedding table setting at our enchanting Château de Lerse. Every detail meticulously attended to, every moment filled with love.🤍  Experience the magic for yourself – book your dream wedding at @chateaudelerse today! ✨  Contact us to start planning your happily ever after.💍🏰  📸 @manon.valls.photographe  🍴 @traiteurevents]
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                        [image: ✨Unveil timeless love at Château de Lerse in France, where dreams become forever memories. ✨   This could be you saying ‘I do’ ✨💍  📸 @manon.valls.photographe]
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                        [image: The ultimate culinary experience at @chateaudelerse , where our expert team led by in-house chef Joss Genestet caters to events ranging from 20 to 250 guests. ✨🍴  A diverse array of dishes inspired by traditional French techniques and global flavours, meticulously paired with the perfect wine from our cellar.🍷🍴✨  Experience the freshness of our farm-to-table approach, with seasonal fruits and vegetables sourced directly from our orchard and vegetable garden, ensuring an unforgettable dining sensation for every palate only at Château de Lerse!✨  📸 @manon.valls.photographe ✨]
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